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УДК 539.12.17 M-I6

A 1 S T B A C T

Bounds on the пазвез of charmed particles are derived

froa the calculation of the amplitude» of the KL-*J/u and

K.-Ks transition* within the framework of the Keiaberg-Salam mo-

del. The Btrong interactions are assumed to be connected with

the color 5U(3) group and aediated by octet of «ass les i gluons.

The account of strong interactions Is shown to have almost no

effect on the bound on the masses of charaed particle» Uc .

?roa the %1 -*2/м decay rate the upper bound on /*t, i s

yH^ £ 8 SeV., and from the Кт - Kg mass difference the

•joi.vJ i s found to be 14, к 2.3 GeV.
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1. Introduction.

If the strong interactions are described by an asymptotically

free field theory their effect can be calculated at large virtual .

ao.-aenta. In papersL1'2-'this fact was used to find the contribution

of strong interactions at short distances into tne amplitudes of

nonleptonic -*ea£ processes with £ S я - 1. Recently, in an intere-

sting paper'-^-'Nanopoulos and Hoss suggested to evaluate the effects

of strong interactions in the amplitudes of the second order in

weak interactions, namely, those of K.L-*2/u decay and ET-K~

MSS difference within the '.Veinberg-'alaa model1- i In pa?erL>J

зозв numerical estimates are made and is claimed that the account

of strong interactions essentially vrorsenes the bounds on masses

of charaed particles /Uc

'He have reanalyzed the problem and oDtain results which

disagree with those of paper'••'•». The main reason for this is that

the authors of paperl^-'have virtually assumed that all the graphs

converge at p"~ ~ Myj , Mw being the W-boson mass. However, i t

follows from che consideration of contributions of the lowest or-

der in the coupling constant that this is not true and some

graphs converge at p ~yfcc • Numerically this tuxas out to be

important. There are also some further differences between our

results and those of paper^ -"which will be discussed later.

For the sake of definiteness we will consider the "standard"

model according to which the strong interactions are connected

with the color StJ(3) group with an octet of massless vector

gluons Interacting with the color degree» of freedom of the p-,

а-, Л and c- quarks.

Аз i s shown in Hefs> ' ' the effect of virtual gluons with

mamenta squared lying in the range pjr A p 2 £ pf reduces to

the multiplicative renoraalisation of the contribution of the bar»



graph by the factor [ s 2 ( p | ) / в (pf)j } where conetaat £

depends on the process considered and g(p ) Is the effective

charge at the moaenta of the order p . Whea calculating tha con-

tribution of strong interactions into the amplitudes of the

K,-*ZM and Xr-Ke transition* i t i s natural to consider se -

parately two regions of virtual.momenta, namely, и <рг4,иС1 and

where U2" i s some hadronic mass and we assume that

Correspondingly, the effect of strong Interactions reduces

to the product of two factors

where the ratios of the effective charges are given by the fol-

lowing expressions

(2)

(3)

The difference between the coefficients in the log terms in

^qs.(2) and (3) arises from the fact that the contribution of

the с с* pair into the gluon Green function does not contain

the logarithmic term for ^A «p <<• .««. .

The appearence of factor (1) can be explained in the fol-

lowlag way» Let the outer particles eoaenta be of the order *^ ,

fC^ 1- U(_ • In this case the strong interactions give the

factor (Я*"(/*«')/&
1
 (Xc?)) * ' '

J!h
- amplitude obtained in this

way is to be connected with the amplitude of scattering of par-

Hereafter we assuae all the momenta to be Euclidean.



t i d e s with momenta Kc ~^ A<s • Repeating the stan-

dard arguaent with the account of ttte fact that the limiting

momenta of virtual gluona and quaxks is now /**£. * e £•*

the faetor (ffi.*b)/$?~(Mlj) • I1 j l s w°rtfa emphasizing that in the

eiaaples considered below the values of <x and A do not

coin aid» with «ach other.

decay.

In the free quaxlc model this process is described by the

effective Lagrangiaa

wnere X deaotea the color index, 6 i s the Gabibbo angle.

The result (4-) was obtained in paper'--'Jand differs from that

of paper*• •'according to which L^f • О. Же agree in tale res-

pect with paperL^J. La£raugian (4) corresponds to the soa of

thu matrix elements associated with tQe graphs of Figs. la ,o,c.

Here Y ~ denote uaphysical Higgs scalar fields arising in

the Feynman gauge^Tor the Z- and W- - boson fields. Those graphs

with the Z-boson exchange which are omitted in Fig.l cancel

each other due to the current conservation. If the strong inter-

actions are not taken into account, then the sum of tue graphs

cf Figs, lb) and 1 c) vanishes* I t is important,however, that the

contributions of two different regions of the virtual quark mo-

menta, p5 -- U.<jj and A ~ / ^ cancel each otner

in this way. For this reason the cancellation is destroyed once

strong interactions are taken into account.

The contribution of the graph of Fig.la i s completely deter-

31 Hereafter we us» the Landau gauge for the gluon field and

^eglect the masses of the usual quar)M<p, n ( л ) .



mined by the virtual momenta of the order j> ~,м*, •

If th» graphs of Pigs, la and lc are dressed with gluon*

then the lending logarithmic correction» соше from the c-quark

•elf-energy insertions («ее Pigs. 2a,b). The net effect of the

lowest order insertions (see Fig.2a) after mass renormalizatioa

la the replacement of u^ by

in the c-quarlc propagator with momentum f. such that /> s><<^

Then In accordance with the general expression (1) the effect

of the a l l orders corrections reduces to the replacement of y* c

by the following expression

Eq.(5b) corresponds to the sunwation of the graphs of the type

represented in ?ig.2b. All we have to do in order to take into

account the gluoa corrections in the leading log approximation

in the cjsef of sruphs of Pigs, la and l c i s to replace yu^ bj

expression of eq.(5b). This i s not the case for graph lb. The

corresponding matrix element receives extra contriautioa from

the renornilizatioD by strong interactions of the amplitude of

wea* sc-ittering Д Л -» fip f^c) Csee Fig.2c). As a result of

this renor-ualization the amplitude of Яи ~*fp (c £•) scat-

tc-rias in the color singlet > r> state i s multiplied by

the factor*- * , . «

(5c)
Insertin,- ti.e гепоги-ilisation factor (5c), substituting

ybf
c
 by Eq.(5b) in the expression for the bare graph lb and

performing integration over momentum of the virtual quark p .

we get the final answer for the renormalised graph lb. ?or the



graph»- of Figs, la and 1 с only the шазв substitution and in-

tegration over p ia needed. Finally, we get the following

expression for the factor n connected with strong inter-

actions

*,"/lr.jx;«".x,-'yV
wuere for definition of Xr see «a.(2).

Sq. (6) differs significantly from the result of Ref.'--'/.

Firstly, the value of 4 f/U2") appears in HefW instead of

£Ь Eq. (6). Thie i s due to the fact that the authors of R

did not take into account that a l l the integrals over the srluon

aonenta зге cut off from below at уЧ,. rather than at . **"" .

Moreover, in paper'-'''it was not taken into account that some lo-

garithmic factors come from the integration over W-boson momer.-

ta. I t i s worth emphasizing t'lat just due to th-ls eircuustuace

expression (6) does noli reduce to the general i'ora (1). Due to

these differences and the use of the result of o«per'6Trhich

disagrees with paper>-'Jia calculation of L ̂ -. for the ^ L " * ^ / " -

decay no bounds on yttc was obtained in Ref \?i froa experimen-

tal data on the KL~+Zfi decay rate.

Now we proceed to the numerical estimates of sounds on lfc .

l e t us recall the reader that the bound Xfc <. 9Ge7. »a£ OD-

tained in paper 1AIwithin the model of free quarks with the help

of the Lagrangian (4 ) . I t ia easy to see that the account of

the factor (6) affects this bound only weakly. If we take M W К

= 100 GeV and в* (pL= 1 StV^/V/T = 1 then we are led to the

estimates n Я , ̂  and yt*c 4 8GeV. Let us notice taat the

factor П exceeds unity, л ; 1 , because expression (6) con-

tains logarithms of Mw/juu lo positive power, ^



however, the corresponding term» do not dominate expreBjion(6).

Let us notice alao that th« relative accuracy of eq.(6) ia

determined by the value of 4 fa^J/W which i s rather low fox

large Me • For the numerical example dificussed above

I l l , t^ - Kg яаа» difference.

In the free quark model the effective Lagrangian which de-

termine* the as^litudea wiu. ЛS«2 has the form >

Only the region of the virtual quark aomenta of the order pj~ ~

gives essential contribution to Eq.(7) (see Pig.} ) . In th is re-

gion the self-energy laaertioia to the c-quarfc propaaator are

lneosentinl »nd the effect) of strong interactions in the f irat

order in g ia determined by the grapha of thu type represented

ia Pig.4. It Id readily seen that the contribution of

Fk» 'У* i s dutemined by the gluon momenta of the order n+*

Calculating this contribution we find the value, of o( 1E

Eq.(l), naaely, d - *• 5/25. ?or the gmphs of the type repre-

sented in Pig.4b gluon moaenta of the order x i < " / o i < &£•

«re essential . Celculation of the two graphs of this type in the

lowest in g" order gives for the power 4 in Sq.( l ) the

value of j B 2» 1/9. The value» of f< and jB are ob-

tnined by comparing the g - expansion of Eq.(l) , with substi-

tution of Bqa.(2) ,(3) , witb the results of a direct C4lculation

of the graph» of Pig.4.

Finally, the account of strong interaction: with v ir tus!

gluoE aoaent» £_ A, rwulta i s multiplying BQ. (?) by the



following factor

fa (Ut£) (tLUlI) (8)

Let us note that Eq.(8) differ» from the result of Ref.*J.

Firstly, the values of power Ы. do not coincide with each

other. This difference i s due to Che fact that the authors of

RefJ-̂ J thought the virtual c-quarlc momenta to be of the order

of M* and for this reason kept in the logarithmic terms the

c-quarlc self - energy insertions (see Fig.3). As was argued above

thie in not really the case. Secondly, we have accounted for the

difference between /4^ and /U .

To estimate the effect of tae factor (8) on t.̂ e calcu-

lation of the Kr-K,- аааз difference we use the standard Drooedur*

(see,e.g., RefJ-W) to evaluate the matrix element of t :e l.arrar-

giaa (7). We rstaia only tbe contribution of the vicuun int*rbe-

diite state. A aturning the K-aeson oeing a bound state of ^ n

queries we have

(9)

Besides the suppressing factor л an additional factor

2/5 appeared in Eq.(9) as coapared to the corresponding equation

of йе*.'̂ •'because of the color indices. Using £qs.(8),(9) and ex-

peri.iental da»« for a^ « »3 , Г /К Т~* /** V) *e get the follo-

wing bound

where we awumed again teat f^f/*1* '&* V /AHT = 1 and <f

If the strong Interaction» a n neglected, then Mc*~

Thus, the account of ttrong interactions affects the bound

only weakly.



We conclude with a note that estimate (10) is much less

reliable than that obtained from consideration of the KL-»JM

decay. Firstly, the accuracy of Eq. (8) is determined by tr;e

value of u^(ut= i&txj/'tff which could be rather large as contras-

ted to the case of the Ки~*Я/* amplitude for which the

value of 4 lf Me VW •*•" relevant. Secondly, the calculation

of the K̂ -Kjj mass difference i s rather uncertain due to the low

energy coatri butioa from the momenta of the ord.er pi. M • I Q

the case of the K^Zr* decay this contribution i s the same

for the %{_ -* 2/* mnd К **/" ^ amplitudes and is cancelled

in the ratio of these amplitudes. For this reason the estimate

of the strong interactions effects on the ^т-К- mass difference

performed above is rather illustrative then quantitative .

Moreover the factor rj appeared to be near unity. Neverthe-

less this estimate shows that the account of strong Interac-

tions at small distances does not change significantly the

bounds on u^ found ia Ref. '
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